
Discover the Enchanting Collection of Short
Stories From Thailand!
Thailand, a land of vibrant culture, breathtaking landscapes, and captivating
traditions. But beyond its scenic beauty lies a realm of captivating storytelling that
has been passed down through generations. Dive into a world of emotion,
mystery, and imagination with this extraordinary collection of short stories from
Thailand.



A Tale of Lost Love: "The Floating Market"

Step into the mesmerizing world of "The Floating Market." Set against the
backdrop of a bustling market laden with colorful boats, this story transports you
to the heart of forbidden love and sacrifice. Explore the depths of emotion as two
star-crossed lovers navigate societal norms and confront the harsh realities of
their chosen path.
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Suspense and Intrigue: "The Secret Cave"

Prepare to be captivated by "The Secret Cave," a gripping tale of mystery and
adventure. Follow a fearless young protagonist on a treacherous quest in search
of an ancient treasure hidden deep within a mysterious cave. Uncover hidden
secrets, encounter supernatural forces, and witness the transformative power of
bravery and determination.

The Spirit of Thailand: "Loy Krathong"

Immerse yourself in the rich cultural heritage of Thailand through "Loy Krathong,"
a heartwarming story that celebrates the country's vibrant festival. Experience the
magic and enchantment as characters come alive against a backdrop of
shimmering candlelit floats on the river. Delve into themes of love, forgiveness,
and the unbreakable spirit that unites communities.

Mysteries of the Past: "The Forgotten Temple"
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Unearth the secrets of an ancient civilization with "The Forgotten Temple."
Discover a hidden world as a group of ambitious archaeologists embarks on a
thrilling expedition to unravel the mysteries surrounding an abandoned temple
deep within the jungle. Brace yourself for unexpected twists, supernatural
encounters, and revelations that challenge everything they thought they knew.

Love Across Cultures: "The Lotus Necklace"

Prepare to be transported across continents and time with "The Lotus Necklace."
Join a forbidden love affair that transcends cultural boundaries, as two individuals
from diverse backgrounds navigate societal norms and familial expectations.
Experience the power of love and the resilience of the human spirit in this heart-
rending tale.

The Tapestry of Thai Storytelling Unveiled

Thailand's collection of short stories unveils a tapestry of emotions, mystery, and
enchantment. These captivating tales offer a glimpse into the heart and soul of
Thai culture, while simultaneously captivating readers from all corners of the
globe. Whether you seek romances that transcend boundaries, adventures that
stir your imagination, or tales that celebrate cultural heritage, this collection has
something for everyone. Immerse yourself in the rich tapestry of Thai storytelling,
and let your imagination soar!
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Raymond Carroll is the author of 'Only Raising Dust On The Road' – a serialized
novel set in Thailand. A Scotsman, born in East Kilbride, Glasgow in 1970, he is
married to Sunan – a Thai national, and has two Thai/Scottish children: a girl
(16), and a boy (12). He currently resides in Scotland but previously lived and
worked in Thailand for two years between 2002 and 2004.

Thailand Travel Tales is a collection of short travel stories published after a recent
trip to Thailand in 2016; the stories were originally published on http://thai-
nomad.com and are written in a style that offers first-timers to Thailand
information, ideas, and advice, as well as sharp and original story-telling.

The Stories are as follows:

I Bangkok – A Day Out In The ‘Big Mango’

II Killing Time At ‘Khao Din Zoo’ (Dusit Zoo)

III Big Changes In Pattaya – Piss Tests And Motorbikes

IV Buriram – chilling out in Ban Koksanuan, Isaan, northeastern Thailand

V Sleeper-train, Bangkok to Surat Thani

VI Koh Samui - Feet Up 'n' F#ck em
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VII Going Native In Koh Phi Phi

VIII Pattaya – Goodbye Action Cam

Note: Certain paragraphs (not many) in this book – compiled from previously
published short stories (essays) from Raymond's travel blog, appear in his novel:

'Only Raising Dust On The Road'

I was unsure whether or not to publish my novel and used certain paragraphs
from it in some of these short stories compiled from my Thailand Travel blog. I
was then encouraged to publish my novel and done so without changing either
the novel or the short stories because I think the paragraphs I am referring to fit
both pieces of writing and I didn't want to lose anything in either the novel or the
short stories; I then published the short stories in this book as a collection of short
stories and the stories remain unchanged.

Chok Dee (Good Luck)... Raymond
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The Inspirational Journey from the Bronx to
Broadway: Life in Show Business
Have you ever dreamt of making it big in show business? The journey
from the Bronx to Broadway is an arduous one, but for those who dare to
dream, it is a tale of...

The Ultimate Performer Guide: Mastering
Emotions On Cue with Performance Books
Are you an aspiring performer looking to perfect your craft? Do you want
to learn how to evoke emotions on cue and captivate your audience?
Look no further! In this...

The Tearoom On The Bay: Where Serenity
Meets Delight
Hidden away on the picturesque shores of the Bay, there exists a haven
of tranquility and delight known as The Tearoom On The Bay. In this
bustling world, where time never...

Unveiling the Secrets: Performance Technique
For Middle Eastern Dancers
In the world of dance, Middle Eastern dance forms have captivated
audiences for centuries. From the graceful movements of belly dancing
to the energetic debke, these dance...
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White Fox And Icy Seas In The Western Arctic
There is an enchanting land situated in the far reaches of the Western
Arctic, where majestic white foxes roam freely amid the icy seas. This
pristine environment, teeming...

The Gentle Art of Domesticity: Embracing the
Joy of Home and Hearth
Are you tired of the hustle and bustle of everyday life? Do you long for a
peaceful haven where you can recharge and find comfort? Look no
further than the gentle art of...

Quiet London Siobhan Wall - Unveiling the
Serenity of the City
London, the bustling capital of the United Kingdom, is often associated
with crowds, noise, and constant hustle and bustle. However, within this
vibrant...
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